
Greetings from Fiona



From the Editors

Lent is with us and we're back to something

like "normal". In this issue, Fiona reflects

on some of the challenges that arose with

Covid-19 and the leadership provided by the

Church Council.

We also have a number of pieces relevant to

current season of Lent.

We learn a little about Chris

Kunaratnam's interesting career and

there's a report about Synod 2021.

We live in challenging times, but we hope

that we can all take a little time to reflect

on the matters raised in this issue of The

Mustard Seed.

– Bill and Graeme

Greetings from Fiona (cont)





Before the beginning began

there was nothing;

not just absence

(for there was nothing to be absent from)

and there was neither time nor place;

no when, no was, no where, no sound -

and there were no questions.

And then there was light

and in the light was stuff

and stuff begat more stuff

and the stuff spread ever wider

and obeyed rules

so that one event followed predictably upon another.

In the chaos was order

and light and time -

but no eyes saw it

and no mind wondered why.

And then there was life

and at a point in time

a collection of cells

converting light to energy

got together

and became conscious

and became aware of self

and thought “I AM”.

And self-centred life was driven by an urge

to SURVIVE.

And then there was WE

and WE became US

and together made more rules

and discovered logic

and exercised imagination

and exerted power over everything

without asking why.

And WE invented gods

and formed them in our own image

and WE posed to them the question “Why”

and abdicated responsibility

for the answers.

And WE lost the sense of US-ness

and became an I

and I became the measure of all things

and answered lots of questions

before they were even asked.

Then came new light

showing a way to re-shouldered responsibility

and US-ness writ large

and WE were drawn to this light

as moths to a flame.

And the flame was LOVE

and LOVE was dangerous

because it was illogical

and because it hurt

and threatened survival -

but it generated MEANING

and re-shaped life.

ANew Genesis







We were unable to re-open the Church for our

Christmas Day service. However, Fiona and a small

technical team live-streamed the service from within

the Church. It may not have been perfect, but it was

well worth while making the effort.



We resumed having services in the Church on 24 January 2021, after the Covid-19

lockdown. Here’s Fiona presiding at that service.

We had some small “coffee in the park” gatherings during lockdown, but we have now resumed

Men’s Breakfasts.



- advertising of on-line gambling

- protecting people on temporary visas from family violence

- climate change

- online safety and preventing online child sexual exploitation.







Website

Don’t forget to keep an eye on our website. It’s at

https://armadale.ucavictas.org.au/

We try and keep it up-to-date, but we always welcome any feedback (you can send this to

Graeme). We would also welcome any items of interest that you think might be suitable

to be posted.


